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This special issue is based on a collection of selected papers presented at FGcS’@$, 
Tokyo, 1988. We focused on topics related to the semantics of functional and logic 
programming languages, and selected eight papers. Four of them are on the semantics 
of concurrent languages, two of them are on equaiity, one is on the semantics of 
Prolog programs in terms of program transformation!, and one is on a model of 
recursive rules based on gcneraiizcd directed graphs. 
The semantics of concurrent languages is one of the most important and difficult 
problems in computer science. The paper by Milner, an invited paper of FGCS’88, 
tries to interpret a particular concurrent calculus, namely a Hoare logic for an 
imperative concurrent programming language in another calculus, the Calculus of 
Communicating Systems (CCS), introduced by the author. It shows the soundness 
of the Hoare logic with regard to the underlying process calculus CCS. 
The paper by De Bakker and Kok shows the equivalence cf an operational 
semantics based on a transition system and a denotational semantics defined in 
metric spaces for a version of Concurrent Prolog with nonflat guards. They define 
an abstract concurrent language, give both operationai and denotational semantics 
for the language, show the equivalence of these two, and map the result to Concurrent 
Prolog. 
The paper by Falaschi and Levi tries to give a least fixpoint semantics of the finite 
failure set of concurrent logic languages. It shows that finite failures are strongly 
reicC d to partial computed-answer substitutions, and derives the semantics of the 
finite failure set from a least fixpoint of a mapping defined by them. 
The paper by Murakami also tries to give a declarative semantics of concurrent 
logic languages. It introduces a domain 01 inpu t/output (I/O) histories and defines 
the model of a program as a set of I/O histories. The notion of truth is appropriately 
redefined in order UJ make it possible to give a proper semantics for pngrams with 
perpetual computation. The model-theoretic semantics based on the redefined truth 
is shown to be given as the greatest fixpoini of the function obtaine 
program. 
The next two papers deal with conditional equational programwing wkh is 
another important topic in the field of’ functional and logic progra 
by Hiilldobler deals with logic programs with equational 
complete sets of transformations to han 
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The paper by Dershowitz and Okada discusses a theory for conditional equational 
programming, and gives criteria for termination and ground confluence for 
conditional rewriting programs. It also discusses completeness of narrowing, a,nd 
rewritings with existentially quantified conditions and higher-order terms. 
Conventionally, the semantics of Prolog programs is defined by the 
model. Mowevenr, it does not always c?iaracterizc what answer su 
returned.. The pa er by Kawamura and Kanamori bridges the gap by using Tamaki- 
Sato’s unfold/fold transformation of Prolog programs. It shows that any program 
obtained from an initial program by applying the transformation returns the same 
ansiqer substitutions as the initial program for any top-level goal. 
The last paper, by Devienne, introduces weighted graphs and generalized irected 
,raphs, to give us a tool for theoretical studies such as the halting problem and 
time complexity in term rewriting systems and logic programtinng. After the dis- 
cussions on formal properties of the graphs, it shows that the graphs characterize 
the behavior of recursive rules in a simple form, and it also shows that, for example, 
the halting problem is decidable for the simple recursive rule with linear goals and 
fa cts, and the complexity is at most linear. The weighted graphs proposed will work 
for structured logic programming. 
As the Guest-Editors of this special issue .we would like to acknowledge the efforts 
of all the authors and Maurice Nivat’s invitation to edit this issue based on FGCS’88 
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